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1 – Context: Strasbourg’s energy policy

City of Strasbourg
275 000 inhab / 78 km²
Greater Strasbourg
500 000 inhab / 340 km²
Eurodistrict
930 000 inhab/ 2245 km²

Strasbourg’s energy policy

SECAP 2030
40% renewable energy

Energy Masterplan 2050
100% renewable energy
With a strong political commitment: in October 2017,
objective approved by an unanimous vote by
Eurometropole’s Council

Strasbourg’s energy policy
Energy Masterplan 2050 100% RE

4 axes structurants :

In line with the "100% renewable energy by 2050"

Axe 1 : Reducing energy consumption
 Energy savings
 Energy refurbishement to ALL buildings

ambition and the 2030 Climate Plan, in December
2019 the Eurometropole of Strasbourg adopted a
strategic and operational roadmap enabling it to
control its energy demand and guarantee its
production of low-carbon renewable energy.

Axe 2 : The development of renewable energy and waste
energy recovery
 Renewable heat, green electricity, biomethane,
hydrogen, waste energy, etc.
Axe 3 : The evolution of energy distribution networks
 Make the networks capable of integrating and
transporting more renewable energy
Axe 4 : Efficient and low-carbon mobility

Strasbourg’s energy policy

Evolution of energy consumption by sector in the Strasbourg Eurometropole

Development of renewable energy and waste energy recovery by sector in
(GWh/year) in the Strasbourg Eurometropole

Source : ATMO Grand Est Invent’Air V2019
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Strasbourg’s energy policy
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2 – Geothermal energy before 2020
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2050 Roadmap Strasbourg’s vision
The role of geothermal energy
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2050 Roadmap Strasbourg’s vision
The role of geothermal energy

Exploitation principle in Alsace

Co production:
electricity and heat
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Vendenheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 79 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

2030
Electricity : 67 GWh
Heat: 50 GWh

2050
Electricity : 150 GWh
Heat: 44 GWh

Hurtigheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 51 GWh
Heat: 119 GWh

2030
Electricity : 60 GWh
Heat: 80 GWh

2050
Electricity : 55 GWh
Heat: 100 GWh

Eckbolsheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 0 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

Deep geothermal Energy
Eurométropole de Strasbourg
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Illkirch // 25 MWth 3 MWe
2022
Electricity : 26 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

2030
Electricity : 20 GWh
Heat: 50 GWh

2050
Electricity : 14 GWh
Heat: 100 GWh
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Existing DH
Future DH and
study zones
(non-exhaustive)

Future feeder
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Geothermal energy before 2020

Deep geothermal energy in France // major challenges:
1. The role of local energy planning
2. Re-empowering local governments in
public energy management
3. Winning back social acceptance

4. Exploitation: Heat vs electricity
photo: EMS
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Geothermal energy before 2020

1 The role of local energy planning
Local governments need to send a
strong message regarding their
engagement in Energy Transition. A
clear roadmap for sustainable
energy can provide a shared vision
helping all stakeholders find their
part.
Deep geothermal energy is essential for Strasbourg’s Energy Transition
17
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Geothermal energy before 2020

2 Re-empowering local
governments in public energy
management
•
•
•

Urban areas in France are “Energy
Planning Authorities”…
…but energy facilities (electric and gas
network, district heating) are mostly
public services concessions
This model is not always suited for
Local government needs to invest -and manage- energy
renewable energy integration,
infrastructures such as heat feeders connecting existing
especially in the DH case.
DH and RE sources
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Geothermal energy before 2020

3 Winning social acceptance
Deep geothermal projects are regulated by France’s
Mining law, enforced by the central government. A
bigger role of local governments in this decision
making and authorization delivery could improve
local empowerment.
In Strasbourg, the common objections against deep
geothermal energy are perceived risks:

•
•
•
•

Seismic activity
Pollution of water table and phreatic zone
Radioactive activity (radon)
Fear of repeating previous wrongdoings (Basel,
Landau, Staufen)

photo: DNA
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Geothermal energy before 2020

3 Winning social acceptance



In the case of deep geothermal projects procedures, some issues
contribute to the lack of consensus :
•

•
•

Appropriation timing: Central government and industrial groups
prepare their projet for years, whereas local authorities and
inhabitants discover the project much later - once permits are
delivered or public inquiries start (not much time to propose
modifications)
Technical and administrative complexity, that can be perceived as a
deliberated lack of transparency
Corporate communication from public bodies is based on technical
arguments, failing to deliver answers towards more personal fears
and expectations and other ideological bias. These need tailored
answers rather than business-as-usual campaigns.



Energy wise, giving
priority to local uses
(mainly heat) improves
acceptability. Indeed,
the absence of positive
repercussions for the
neighbouring territory
is a major factor in
opposition to a project.
The more the merrier:
the multiplication of
problem-free projects
will improve
acceptability of the
technology.
20
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4 Exploitation: Heat vs electricity
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• Alsatian geothermal energy relies in electricity feed-in
tariffs to compensate high upfront investments due to
complex drilling.
• Investors need to shorten pay-back periods by
producing more electricity rather than selling highenthalpy heat for direct use in district heating.
• Competing directly with current electricity feed-in
tariffs, even taking into account the low efficiency of
ORC cycles, is unsustainable for public district heating
facilities.
• Hence before reaching payback periods (8-10 years),
negotiations regarding heat tariff agreements are
more complex.

Electric feed-in tariff for deep geothermal energy in
France (first 100 MWe)
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Geothermal energy before 2020

4 Exploitation: Heat vs electricity
Local governments need to solve a multiple variable equation:
• The need for greening district heating systems
• Keeping energy prices stable for end users in a public service
concession scheme
• Outsourcing energy supply: geothermal investors and DH
concessions are two different stakeholders
• In-house investing for heat feeders – helps keeping prices down!
• Planning RE supply in DH after electric feed-in tariffs schedule
• And acknowledging that electricity feed-in tariffs are necessary
to ensure the investments in geothermal facilities
• Teaming up with geothermal industry and other stakeholders to
negotiate new electricity feed-in tariffs with central government

!
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Geothermal energy before 2020

In a nutshell
A.

Strasbourg has a clear 2050 energy
vision. Deep geothermal energy is a
cornerstone of the urban area’s
Energy Transition Roadmap.

B.

Local governments need to be (re)
empowered as main energy planning
actors of their territory in order to
equitably integrate renewable
energies in their local mix.

C.

In order to win social acceptance,
public debates need to start as early
as possible and based on the main
driving force of these kind of projects:
the urge to tackle climate crisis
through energy transition

D.

National framework (feed-in tariffs,
authorizations) needs to be stabilized
and dialogued with end users: cities
23
and their local governments
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3 – Geothermal energy after 2020
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Vendenheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 79 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

2030
Electricity : 67 GWh
Heat: 50 GWh

2050
Electricity : 150 GWh
Heat: 44 GWh

Hurtigheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 51 GWh
Heat: 119 GWh

2030
Electricity : 60 GWh
Heat: 80 GWh

2050
Electricity : 55 GWh
Heat: 100 GWh

Eckbolsheim // 40 MWth 9 MWe
2022
Electricity : 0 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

2030
Electricity : 60 GWh
Heat: 80 GWh

2050
Electricity : 55 GWh
Heat: 100 GWh

Illkirch // 25 MWth 3 MWe
2022
Electricity : 26 GWh
Heat: 0 GWh

2030
Electricity : 20 GWh
Heat: 50 GWh

2050
Electricity : 14 GWh
Heat: 100 GWh
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Geothermal energy after 2020
Early 2020
post-earthquake: tests are suspended.
A expert committee is appointed by the
the French government of the Bas Rhin
department (Préfecture du Bas Rhin) to
monitor Geoven project
Geoven’s doublet
is finalised.
Testing starts.

2019

12/11/2019
3,3 Earthquake
Epicentre: south of Geoven.
Induced? Disputed

08/12/2021
Préfecture du Bas Rhin: decision to definitively
stop work on the Fonroche geothermal site

09/2020
New test protocol: expert committee +
Préfecture + Fonroche.
Test starts.

08/11/2020
2,2 Earthquake
Epicentre: south of Geoven.
Induced? yes

2020

26/06/2021
3,9 Earthquake
Epicentre: south of
Geoven. Induced? yes

04/12/2020
3,6+2,6+2,8 Earthquakes
Epicentre: south of
Geoven. Induced? yes

2021

28/10/2020
2,1 and 2,7 Earthquakes
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

11/11/2020
2,4 Earthquakes
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

05/11/2020
2,2 Earthquakes
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

22/01/2020
3,4 Earthquake
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

10/04/2021 and
26/04/2021
2,6+2,8 Earthquake
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

05/11/2020
2,2 Earthquakes
Epicentre: doublet
Induced? yes

Geothermal energy after 2020
Decision of the metropolitan council 18/12/2020: to establish a “fact-finding task-force”
(MIE - Mission d’information et Évaluation)
a)
b)
c)

To examine the conditions under which the Vendenheim project was developed and
the reasons that led to its failure.
More broadly, to examine the technical and financial engineering involved in deep
geothermal energy, as well as the interest or otherwise of its development for the
territory.
In accordance with the respective competences of the State and the local
authorities, propose guidelines for implementing the energy transition in the region,
with regard to the proven potential, the economic and environmental
consequences, and the conditions for their acceptability to the public

Members of the MIE
Elected members:
10 Strasbourg Métropole elected members (+10 suppléants), 2 elected members from the Kreisrat Ortenau (Germany), 2
elected members from the city of Kehl (Germany)

1 advisory committee composed of 3 boards :
BRGM, EOST, Institut FEMTO-ST CNRS-UMR 6174, KIT – Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Fondation européenne pour la
science
Associations : PREE (Reischtett), Genome (Oberhausbergen), APEHA (Oberhausbergen), Hauts de Hausbergen
(Oberhausbergen), ADIR (Robertsau), ASSER (Robertsau), Alter Alsace Energie, Alsace Nature, ARBRES
Citizens:
lottery: 6 inhabitants of the 33 communes of the Eurometropole, Eurodistrict, 3 women, 3 men, 2 Strasbourg residents
maximum

How the task-force unfolded
14 sessions spread out from January to September 2021; 33 hours of
discussions
Hearing of industrialists, experts, elected representatives, citizens;
debates... exclusively in remote mode.
A large number of participants, more than 40 people on average per
session.

Geothermal energy after 2020
MIE’s final recommandations
•

Compensation for damage: Support for the affected municipalities and victims, for full and rapid compensation for damage, including possible future
damage.

•

Regulatory framework: Drawing up proposals for changes to the mining code, aiming for greater democratic and civic inclusion, as well as a power of
co-decision for local authorities, including in a cross-border perspective.

•

Improving scientific knowledge of geothermal resource and making industrial data available to the scientific community for research and transparent
public debate.

•

Citizen empowerment through support for scientific counter-expertise.

•

Opinion collection of the municipalities for any decision concerning geothermal projects and search for territorial consensus built through public
debate.

•

Analyze the possibilities of public governance through participation in possible projects.

•

Revision of the Energy Master Plan, made obsolete by the stopping of the Geoven project and the suspension of other geothermal projects.

Otherwise:
•

The conditions for a resumption of Geothermal projects are not in place and consequently, it affirms its opposition to the development of projects
under the conditions of GeoVen.

•

The different forms of Geothermal energy can constitute a solution for the energy future of the territory

Geothermal energy after 2020
MIE’s final recommandations
Consequently, the MIE proposes the adoption of a series of cumulative measures in order to support any takeover of
Geothermal energy:

The Protocol of Strasbourg
The Eurométropole of Strasbourg cumulative conditions for geothermal takeover:
1. Priority to the production of HEAT for the territory;
2. Proven and shared KNOWLEDGE of the targeted resource / reservoirs and scientific monitoring before and during the
development and operation of projects;
3. Territorial CONSENSUS for the projects in the municipalities concerned;
4. COOPERATION between the operator and the territory, through the search for public and citizen involvement in the
governance of the projects;
5. Respect for proven and internationally recognized project methodologies (Best Practice), under the control of independent
experts and monitoring involving local authorities and citizens.

Geothermal energy after 2020

« Vendenheim: the court cancels the decision to definitively stop work on the
Fonroche geothermal site »

« Deep geothermal energy: elected representatives and associations
on alert after the administrative court's decision »

Thank you for your attention!

Gerard Pol Gili
Head of Renewable Energies
DMTERRE - Direction de Mission
Transition Energétique, Renouvelables,
Réseaux d’Energie
Ville et Eurométropole de Strasbourg

